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1,000 members
received free legal advice

Up to

£400
average
savings
through 
Barclaycard 
deal

£50,000
in missing credit recovered 
by NFRN Connect

£200,000
paid out in Covid-19 
Hardship Fund
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Foreword from the National President
Back in the hands of the member!
There is no greater honour than to be your National 
President and holding this prestigious office for two 
years has made this even more memorable.

The Covid-19 pandemic has thrown up many challenges, but 
by being flexible and by adapting to new ways of working, 
we have been able to react accordingly and have continued 
to provide our membership with the highest level of support.  
After reading this report, I hope that you will agree that great 
progress has been achieved across many areas and that your 
Federation is now stronger and better-resourced to really 
fight your corner, both now and in the years to come.

A measure of success for any trade association is in 
membership growth and retention.  After decades of decline, 
I can report that we are now back in net growth, with  
independent retailers joining the NFRN in record numbers to 
take advantage of the many benefits of membership.

Given that we are still emerging from some of the toughest 
trading conditions ever encountered, this is a remarkable 
achievement.  It is immensely gratifying, as well as a 
testament to all our hard work, to see that more and more of 
you are discovering that accessing our myriad services and 
support can really make a difference to your bottom line.

Finding new ways of putting more money into your tills 
was one of the promises that I made on becoming your 
National President back in June 2019 and I am proud of the 
formidable package of strong commercial offers that is now 
in place.  This includes some fantastic voucher promotions in 

conjunction with Booker and our market-leading Barclaycard 
deal, coupled with the invaluable support from the team at 
NFRN Connect and from our NFRN Legal service.  By taking 
advantage of all the help and support available or by just 
picking and mixing from our myriad benefits, independent 
retailers have been discovering that they can make money, 
save money and find easier ways of doing business simply by 
being a member of the NFRN.

A personal highlight for me has been the creation of our 
Covid-19 Hardship Fund to alleviate some of the financial 
pressures that independent retailers faced as a result of 
the pandemic.  Through the generous support of districts, 
branches, individuals and our supplier partners, we have 
been able to offer financial assistance to members suffering 
cash flow and other financial challenges during the impact of 
the coronavirus pandemic.

For some people, the disruption to their lives and businesses 
has been unprecedented. When we set up this fund, none 
of us knew the full extent that the pandemic would have on 
our members’ businesses.  Listening to some of the stories 
from those that we have been able to assist has been heart-
warming, to say the least.

News remains a key category for independent retailers and 
I am pleased that through working closely with publishers 
and news wholesalers we have seen some victories. 
Smiths News, Menzies Distribution and News UK Direct 
all suspended their carriage charge reviews this year, we 
have enjoyed newspaper margin increases on a pro-rata 

basis when cover prices have gone up and thanks to a new 
Press Distribution Charter – and input from the NFRN 
and members – it is now easier to complain and to receive 
restitution  when service levels from both wholesalers and 
publishers fall.

As I write this, the national driver shortage is having an 
impact on newspaper delivery times, but we are working 
with the two main wholesalers on a long-term solution. Hand 
on heart, I can report that our working relationship with 
both Smiths News and Menzies Distribution has never been 
better.

On the political engagement front, our voice has never been 
louder.  We continue to push on with our efforts to raise 
awareness of retail crime and, of late, we have enjoyed many 
positive meetings with police and crime commissioners in 
England and Wales.  The extension of the carrier bag charge 
to all shops in England back in the spring of this year was a 
major victory and something that we had campaigned for 
long and hard.  We will continue to ensure that the concerns 
of independent retailers are raised in the corridors of power.

One of our biggest challenges is keeping members up to 
date with all our achievements and activities.  As well as 
strengthening the marketing and communications teams, this 
year we have enhanced the way we engage with you with 
the creation of two exciting communication platforms.

Through our Fed Talks podcasts we have been able to 
advise and inform you about the latest issues and profit 
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opportunities available, while every week my National 
President Talks has brought you the most up-to-date 
Federation news.

At the beginning of 2020, the NFRN embarked on a new 
chapter by moving head office from London to Durham, 
housing all departments under one roof.  This was part of my 
2019 Annual Conference promise to sweat the Federation’s 
assets.  Doing so has brought about some considerable cost 
savings, enabling us to provide all members with more value 
for money and high-quality support and services. 

While I have been at the helm of the Federation and such 
radical changes, none of these would have been possible 
without the support of the National Executive Committee, 
National Finance Committee and national council and, for 
that, I thank you.  I am particularly grateful to Vice President 
Muntazir Dipoti, Deputy Vice President Jason Birks, NEC 
member Peter Wagg, and our Finance Committee Chairman 
Martin Ward for their wise advice and counsel. A huge thanks 
too must go to all NFRN staff.

As I prepare to hand over the National President’s chain I 
know that the NFRN will continue to go from strength to 
strength, helping independent retailers to overcome the 
hurdles that 2022 and future years will bring.

Stuart Reddish 
National President
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Making your voice heard
2021 has been a busy year for the political 
engagement team as it has continued to support 
members through the maze of Covid-19 regulations 
and support available for small business, while 
the government has tried to catch up on its Covid 
delayed agenda.

Tackling the problem of retail crime has continued to be at 
the top of our priorities. 

Following the Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) 
elections in England and Wales and the Metro Mayor 
elections in May, we wrote to all successful candidates 
requesting meetings.

Each of the 43 commissioners is currently working on a 
crime plan and we are in communication with them to ensure 
that retail crime, too often missed from their plans five years 
ago, takes a prominent place. To date, meetings have been 
held with PCCs in Surrey, Suffolk, Lancashire, Cleveland and 
Durham, and it is reassuring that many of them understand 
the importance of tackling this form of crime.

At a national level we have continued to push for the 
introduction of legislation giving retailers who are physically 
or verbally attacked in their stores greater legal protection. 
Such legislation came into effect in Scotland, where the 
NFRN has supported a private member’s bill introduced by 
Daniel Johnson MSP. While we, and other trade associations, 
continue to push for similar protection throughout the rest of 
the UK, the government and, in particular, the Department 
for Justice, remain “unconvinced”. The fight continues.

One area where we were successful, however, was with the 
extension of the carrier bag levy in England to all retailers. 

After a long campaign by your Federation, the regulations 
were extended to include all smaller retailers and the charge 
came into effect earlier this year, with the government taking 
the opportunity to increase it to 10p.

Over the past few years, the subject of deposit return 
schemes has become one of the hardy perennials of this 
political engagement report. This shows no likelihood of 
changing any time soon.

We continue to engage fully with the development of the 
scheme in Scotland. This is through both our membership 
of the not-for-profit company Circularity Scotland Limited, 
which has been appointed to run the scheme, but also by 
engaging with other retailers through the Scottish Retail 
Consortium. Through the latter, we have shown that the 
NFRN is more engaged with the issue than many others 
throughout the retail industry, including the national chains.

To keep members in Scotland up to date on all issues relating 
to DRS we have begun sending out a regular series of emails, 
informing them of the details of the scheme, how it operates 
and what they are required to do. By Annual Conference, 
we hope to know the official start date for the scheme. 
Originally, this was due to be July 2022.

While DRS progresses in Scotland, in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland any such plans appear to have stalled, while 
in the Republic of Ireland they continue at some speed, with 
a target date of implementation for autumn 2022. 

We are in discussion with officials in the Irish government, 
expressing concerns at the speed at which the Green Party- 
backed government is trying to move. 

‘ Working with our colleagues
in the communications team,

we will continue to fight
the corner of independent 

retailers...’
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Making your voice heard

As with Scotland, as details of the scheme become available, 
we will start a programme of regular communication with 
members.

While we aim to support members in all parts of the UK 
and Ireland, this year has seen additional resources brought 
in to help us to grow our engagement and support for 
independent retailers in Scotland and the Republic of Ireland. 
This has been opportune with a busy agenda that includes 
business rates and a retail strategy group in Scotland; 
vaping, minimum unit pricing of alcohol and consumer rights 
legislation coming our way in Ireland; and changes of political 
leadership in Northern Ireland.

With the government’s review of business rates in England 
due to report in the autumn of 2021, the Offensive Weapons 
Act also due to come into effect at a similar time, and with 
October 1 seeing the introduction of “Natasha’s Law” on 
food labelling, a further person has been brought into 
the team to provide support and to allow us to more fully 
address the wide range of issues that are currently on our 
agenda or that we know are heading our way. Working with 
our colleagues in the communications team, we will continue 
to fight the corner of independent retailers in the corridors 
of power and to ensure that members have, through our 
website, the “Future Proofing Your Business” column and 
other political engagement articles in The Fed, and through 
our emails and social media, all the advice and guidance 
you need to meet the requirements of changing regulations 
affecting your businesses.

Jason Birks
meets Joy Allen,

Durham PCC
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‘ Working with our colleagues
in the communications team,

we will continue to fight
the corner of independent 

retailers...’
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Connect – Your contact centre 
NFRN Connect has had a record-breaking year 
pursuing a stronger focus on outbound customer 
service, ensuring all NFRN members are making the 
most of their membership benefits and promoting 
the fantastic work the organisation does to retailers 
who may not be fully aware of the myriad ways in 
which we can assist.

With our strongest team to date, each member brings their 
own unique skills to the role and we have fielded 10,139 
calls from members and made 54,342 calls to members in 
the first half of 2021 alone, all supporting members to save 
money, make money and make business easier. 

As well as ensuring that all Federation services and benefits 
are promoted, the team is there to assist members calling in 

with problems relating to all areas of their business. These 
are acted upon quickly and seen through to a conclusion; 
thus maintaining that NFRN Connect is the principle point of 
contact for the NFRN.

In addition, NFRN Connect continues to embrace any 
internal improvements and challenges, differing membership 
types, training, development, challenging each other and 
playing a key role in recruiting and welcoming new members 
into the organisation.

Looking forward
As with the wider industry, NFRN Connect will change 
to ensure our service fits the ever-changing needs of our 
members. Significant efforts have been put in place to ensure 
the team proactively contacts members to let them know 
about some of the great work your Federation is doing on 
your behalf and to understand the challenges you are facing 
on a daily basis.

More emphasis is now being placed on recruiting new 
members to the organisation, with 2021 seeing us actively 
contact non-members to communicate the NFRN story 
and encourage them to become a part of our journey going 
forward. 

Member retention is key, and the team continues to do its 
best to remind members who are considering leaving the 
organisation of the benefits of remaining. 

While issues continue to be ever-present in the news 
industry, we will continue to support members by challenging 
the short-comings of both news wholesalers and publishers. 
Over the coming months we will review our processes in 
regard to member compensation and look to advance claims 

via the formal Press Distribution Forum process on our 
members’ behalf. Hopefully, this will lead to an improved 
service and higher satisfaction/resolution rates. 

This will be emphasised by embracing a new CRM system 
which will provide us with more precise and timely data to 
reach members at a time that suits them and further support 
our ethos of treating retailers as individuals. 

Our members are at the heart of everything we do at NFRN 
Connect. As the first port of call for members, we are 
continually reviewing the service we offer and looking for 
ways to improve it - whether that be through improving our 
knowledge, reviewing our operating hours or offering our 
services to support supplier campaigns that are beneficial to 
the membership. 

The Connect team is passionate about retail and our 
organisation and we will continue to look forward to 
speaking to you over the next 12 months and to selling 
the benefits of membership to other retailers who would, 
undoubtably, benefit from our assistance. 

Key Highlights
155 Members recruited to end July 2021 

9,976 inbound calls processed from our 
members

54,342 calls to our members 

£1,376,625 total potential sales or savings 
for members if all leads are converted

98.7 per cent service rate

£78,939.52 money saved/recouped 
for members
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‘In June, we were delighted to be highly 
commended in the Ace Circulation 
NMA Awards, after our partnership 
with Reach was a finalist in the Industry 
Partner of the Year category.‘

10  NFRN Annual Report 2021
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Spreading the news
There has been plenty of positives to report from 
the news department, with more suppliers than ever 
investing in NFRN partner opportunities, recognition 
at the 2021 NMA Awards, and a number of victories 
on key issues. 

These include Smiths News, Menzies and News UK all 
agreeing to freeze carriage charges in recognition of 
tougher trading conditions, and pro-rata margin increases 
with national newspaper cover price rises. Other successes 
have included a commitment from Smiths News to stop 
the practice of recharging for claims, a much-improved 
Minimum Service Charter from the Press Distribution Forum 
and improved restitution rates for HND retailers for late 
newspapers.

Closer working relationships with all levels of personnel 
within news wholesalers has resulted in better response rates 
for service failings. Despite the lack of face-to-face meetings, 
members have continued to meet with their local news 
suppliers over zoom.

We continue to challenge publishers on bunching at 
wholesale depots. Meanwhile, both they and news 
wholesalers are regularly called to account over concerns 
regarding service standards to retailers. While their 
attendance at meetings with members has been welcome, 
the explanations shared and their understanding of the 
negative impact their decisions cause for both retailers and 
readers - as well as their follow up activity - still requires 
improvement. 

Latterly, as lockdown restrictions lifted and amid driver 
shortages and a backdrop of unwelcome extensions to 

the cut off times into wholesalers being granted for major 
sporting events, we have seen the number of complaints 
around late delivered newspapers coming to the fore.

Through NFRN Connect, through our top level meetings 
with suppliers, and through our attendance at the Press 
Distribution Forum and Press Distribution Review Panel 
group, we remain committed to helping members individually 
and collectively overcome any delivery issues and we refuse 
to lose the momentum gained from the thousands of extra 
home delivered orders that were obtained during the 
Covid-19 crisis. 

Through our ProPrint ethos, we set out daily to protect 
members’ profitability and will continue to lead the industry 
as necessary to ensure that members - and particularly those 
operating home news delivery - must be serviced better.

In June, we were delighted to be highly commended in the 
Ace Circulation NMA Awards, after our partnership with 
Reach was a finalist in the Industry Partner of the Year 
category.

Reach entered us for the award in recognition of the efforts 
our members have made to support its national and regional 
publications and magazines over the last year. 
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Newspro

Newspro Vs Market Yr on Yr

Newspro has continued to take the pain out of 
managing the newspaper and magazine category 
and, with members enjoying annual sales of more 
than £80 million, it has moved into a top 10 position 
among all multiple retailer groups. 

Following the acquisition of Smiths News’s Premier Club, 
more than 1,000 retailers now enjoy being part of this 
number one category management retail group, while 
remaining independent. 
 
Thanks to this growth in membership, supplier engagement 
is also up, and 2021 has seen a steady schedule of retailer 
incentives and consumer promotions taking place. These 
have included a ‘Summer Reading’ promotion with women’s 
weeklies and their associated specials, free albums for 
collectable launches, downloadable point of sale material for 
use in store, and activity to push sales of Christmas specials.

Case studies detailing the way that Newspro has helped 
retailers have appeared in our members’ magazine, The Fed, 
to reinforce the benefits of belonging to both existing and 
prospective members.

This winning combination of new and increased sales and 
market leading performances means the group is well placed 
to grow further in the coming years. 
 
In the background, the small but highly experienced and 
dedicated Newspro team continues to monitor and refresh 
members’ available selling space with titles that consumers 
expect to see rather than what their news wholesaler and 
publishers want to box-out. This is in line with our ethos that 
‘one size does not fit all’. Ensuring that members only receive 
what they can sell and need to fulfil any local needs, shop 

saves and home delivery orders, and with the backing of the 
seven-day Newspro support services, helps to maximise both 
sales opportunities and efficiencies.
 
As we move forward, we look to expanding further by 
marketing Newspro through the likes of TWIM (This Week In 
Magazines, which appears weekly in trade magazine RN) and 
by sharing our plans at top-level meetings with publishers, 
distributors, and news wholesalers. 

Going forward, we will look to increase supplier participation, 
introduce magazine retail subscriptions, and create bespoke 
opportunities to reflect our wide range of retailer types. 

Having embraced our Store2Door initiative and its 
participating members under the Newspro umbrella, we can 
assist with advice, services and benefits to help grow their 
home news delivery operations.

Being part of the Newspro Group is a no brainer. It is free 
to join and has multiple benefits. Every member who has 
a news account should take advantage of this fantastic 
member service.

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%

-5.0%

-11.7%

Magazines

Newspro Retail Group Market

News Overall

3.0%

7.3%
5.1%

-5.9%

-8.8%-10.0%

-15.0%

READ YOUR 
FAVOURITE 
MAGAZINES 
THIS SUMMER

®
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Building membership growth
2021 began with the launch of our new team of 
membership development executives (MDEs) to 
replace the previous team of retail development 
managers (RDMs). The focus of the MDEs is to 
grow membership through the recruitment of new 
members. However, existing members will still 
receive visits in the manner required.

In January only five of the 12 positions were filled, but as 
the months have passed the team has grown and we have 
attracted people with many different skills sets which is 
having a positive effect on the outputs created.

Everything the team does is focused around growing the 
NFRN’s membership base and helping members make 
money, save money, and make business easier.

A route planning tool, CACI, has been introduced to 
maximise the team’s time, manage costs and efficiency, while 
ensuring that all members are visited as required.

With the country once again plunged into lockdown at the 
start of the year, physical member visits could not take place. 
The MDEs responded positively by taking to the phones to 
ensure that members expecting a visit were contacted. With 
May 17 bringing an end to most lockdown restrictions in 
England, the MDEs were delighted to get back on the road.

We have been extremely successful with our recruitment 
efforts, with numbers well ahead of all targets and, for the 
first time for many years, the NFRN is seeing membership 
growth.

The MDE team are now embedded in their territories 
and we can see the effects of their hard work through 
the stabilisation and growth of the membership base 
through 2021. This can only continue, with even more 
members coming into the Federation fold for the fantastic 
opportunities they are presented with for their businesses.
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Putting members first
The past two years have seen major changes to the 
membership services team.  The move to Bede House 
in Durham began a cycle of review and improvements 
to ensure that we provide you with the support and 
assistance that individual members, branches, and 
districts require.

With the coronavirus crisis presenting unprecedented 
challenges, the NFRN quickly established its Covid-19 
Hardship Fund to alleviate some of the financial pressures 
that independent retailers faced. 

Thanks to generous donations from suppliers, districts, 
branches and members, the total quickly grew to £250,000, 
enabling grants to be paid out to assist members suffering 
cashflow problems and other financial challenges.

As well as inviting applications via our website, we also 
identified retailers that we believed could benefit.

To date, a total of £180,200 has been paid out and many 
letters expressing heartfelt thanks have been received. The 
fund is still open, so if footfall has dropped in your store and 
your bills are mounting, the NFRN’s Hardship Fund is there 
to help.

The Hardship Fund team, led by NFRN vice president 
Muntazir Dipoti, will quickly assess applications, and deliver 
the grants where they can really make a difference.

It is just a part of an extensive package of benefits to 
give you and your families extra financial protection. 
Other benefits include bereavement, serious illness, and 
convalescent respite.

With lockdowns preventing branches and districts to meet 
in person, the membership services team quickly introduced 
video conferencing so these meetings could continue to go 
ahead. Keeping communication lines open was vital so we 
could continue to work together to identify the challenges 
that independent retailers faced and adapt our support 
framework to resolve them.

With the implementation of a new customer relationship 
management (CRM) platform, we look forward to improving 
our efficiency in maintaining membership information and 
the insights it will provide on how we can continue to evolve 
our services to support you.

£180,200
PAID OUT

Covid-19 
Hardship 

Fund

£250,000
PAID IN
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Developing your business
Building on the strong foundations of the previous 
12 months, relationships have been established with 
a host of new suppliers, while our work with existing 
partners has moved from strength the strength. 

This year has seen five new Elite Partners come on board: 
SBF GB&I, Red Bull, Nestlé Professional, Boost Drinks, and 
BAT. This takes our total number of Elite Partners to 15 and 
they all value the insight and access the NFRN can offer to 
our community of members. 

Elite Partners receive editorial coverage across the 
Federation’s print and digital platforms, as well as the 
opportunity to network with members and officials, at events 
or on a one-to-one basis. 

We continue to work with all partners to promote their brand 
activity and objectives and have recently supported Nestlé 
Beverages around its Macmillan Coffee Morning promotion 
and Boost Drinks for its “Local Legends” campaign, where an 
independent retailer could win a top prize of £20,000. 

We are working with BAT to help it take its highly successful 
Vype brand to the next level - a global new category brand that 
adult nicotine consumers can relate to wherever they are. We 
are also working with new clients such as One Stop and Nestlé 
Confectionery who are looking to engage with our members 
over a short-term period before signing on as partners in 2022.

Creating commercial support for our members
Besides seeking to deliver value for partners, we have, of 
course, focused on delivering value for members. A new deal 
with Barclaycard, launched in July, allows members access to 
12 months of free terminal rental. Partnerships with Retail 
Mutual and Bionic continue to offer members huge savings 

on their utility and insurance bills. By working closely with 
Booker, we have delivered savings of £2,000, this year, through 
voucher promotions and have put more than £1.8 million at 
RSP into the marketplace, and – more importantly – putting 
cash into our members’ tills. Booker will be running more 
voucher campaigns in 2022 after the success seen in 2021. 

With Grenade, we have given over 500 members a total of 
£40,000 worth of free Carb Killa Bars for them to sell and 
see the value in the protein category. Fifo is offering our 
members £125 worth of free stock, while Igloo Books is 
offering an exclusive supply within the convenience sector 
of its Disney branded Advent Calendar of children’s books – 
invoiced through Savewell Direct. 

EPOS provider Reposs is offering members exclusively 
£300 of stock and servicing when signing up to its system. 
By signing up to Fuelwise, members can enjoy savings on 
their fuel bills and EMF have an exclusive deal in place 
for members looking to buy or sell their stores. Work on 
Project Ireland has already delivered vouchers worth €40 
off members next spend at Value Centre and we continue 
to explore new opportunities to add further benefits in the 
future. Finally, Snowshock is offering 10 per cent off for 
members looking to invest in slush or iced coffee machines. 
The margins are great and payback is quick!

The future
Looking forward, there is no hiding from the fact that even 
as we continue to exit from the restrictions of Covid-19 
there will be significant challenges ahead. There always is! 
Rest assured, the Federation will continue to work hard to 
unlock support and benefits from top brands and suppliers. 
Negotiating exclusive deals and incentives to help members 
make money, save money and make business easier. 
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Building a solid foundation
The facilities and special projects department works 
closely with our three trustees and maintains a wide 
range of assets and facilities. As such, it oversees the 
largest budget outside of salaries, which includes all 
premises, cars, services, contractors, insurance, and 
equipment throughout the business.

Of late, the organisation has embarked on several exciting 
projects, with the boldest challenge set under the remit of 
‘Project Awakening’, following the NFRN’s 100th Annual 
Conference. The aim was to sweat the assets of the 
organisation, to streamline costs, and to open new income 
streams to allow for investment in new resource, to both 
increase membership and help improve the service to 
members.

Following on from the migration of head office and its 
services from London to Durham in February 2020, the 
organisation pressed on and despite the many challenges 
presented by Covid, stuck to its audacious timeframe to get 
refurbishment works completed on all its property assets, 

with particular emphasis placed upon the organisation’s 
prime asset, Yeoman House in London. This building had 
been the organisation’s head office since the mid-1980s and 
following its strip out through 2020, a full refurbishment 
programme was commissioned to commence in November 
2020, with an expected completion date of March 2021.

The building was completed to budget and to schedule 
and the design presented a rare blend of classic external 
architecture, combined with a large external area for parking 
and break out areas, and a modern internal open plan layout, 
with maximum appeal and flexibility.

As anticipated, Yeoman House generated a huge amount of 
interest post Easter and we are pleased to report that the 
premises was leased on a full repairing 10-year term (with 
a break clause in the fifth year) as of Thursday August 12, 
2021. A three-month rent deposit was agreed, as well as a 
licence to alter, allowing the tenant to make the premises 
perfect for their needs.

This has borne out the logic and wisdom of Project 
Awakening’s aims and objectives and provides the NFRN 
with a solid rental income stream, with all the costs on its 
main asset, its upkeep, services, and rates now covered for 
up to 10 years.

The vacated premises at both Gilesgate in Durham and at 
Harold’s Cross in Dublin were both redecorated last year and 
have attracted a healthy number of viewings with several 
formal offers to both buy and rent. Although these have 
been impacted by indecision due to Covid, we can report 
that the Dublin office is under offer from a buyer, and we 
expect an increase in interest in September for the Gilesgate 
premises in Durham too.

Under Special Projects, the department has been working 
with colleagues in business development to develop and 
introduce a range of exciting services for members. NFRN 
Business Essentials (provided via Bionic) has been in 
operation since August 2020 and provides members with 
competitive opportunities for electric, gas, telecoms, and 
finance loans. It has proved hugely popular and has saved 
members up to £1,300 on their existing contracts. Further 
services under consideration include commercial property 
deals and accounting services. 

The organisation has experienced a regularly changing 
risk profile on its group insurance cover over recent times, 
which has required tight management, but renewal on 
February 1 2021, saw a healthy 17 per cent reduction in 
total premiums. Claims lodged early last year on behalf 
of NFRN and Newtrade Media for losses attributable to 
Covid (loss of earnings and additional expenses etc.) were 
ratified on January 15 2021 by the Supreme Court ruling in 
the policyholder’s favour. However, the claims process has 
been a long one, that continues today. It has been clear that 
insurers have struggled to cope with the demand, but we 
remain resolute in our expectation of a settlement in due 
course. Huge strides have been made on data protection too, 
helping to develop all new generic data sharing agreements 
with NFRN’s Legal Council, which help to provide added 
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security of members’ data and its secure disposal. 
These agreements have been more readily accepted 
by business partners and we continue to work with 
colleagues in the business development team to 
streamline this process. The business development 
department is generating many exciting new business 
partnerships, that will help to grow members’ 
businesses.

A 6-point improvement plan in 2021 to NFRN Legal, 
has seen the following services streamlined:

NFRN Legal now has retail focussed specialists 
deployed on claims handling.

Stephenson’s have been nominated as NFRN 
members’ law firm to handle claims.

Designated legal advisors have been brought in 
with better retail backgrounds for NFRN calls, 
where possible.

On marketing, there are updated video links and 
wording for the NFRN’s website, to help make 
the service and its benefits clearer for members.

To complement the existing commercial legal 
letter download site, an all-new consumer 
legal letter download site was introduced, that 
provides access to free Wills, complaint letters, 
debt letters etc.

We introduced a new Dublin based contact 
number, to help members in Ireland more easily 
access legal services.

1
2
3
4
5

6

Connecting with you
In 2021 we continued to transform the way that 
technology is used within the organisation. Forming 
part of the strategy laid down in 2019, this ensures 
our teams have the tools available when and where 
they need them, so we can provide the best support 
and services to you, our members.

Substantial investment in infrastructure and equipment was 
made during 2019 and 2020 so that all staff could continue 
to work effectively during the COVID-19 restrictions.

Efficiencies were improved in March 2021 with the 
implementation of the Microsoft 365 platform. This platform 
has provided true collaboration and seamless communication 
for our office and field-based teams, giving everyone direct 
access to the information and people they need, so that in 
turn, we can better support and assist you.

The use of this platform will be extended throughout 2022 
to increase efficiencies of the business functions that do not 
provide a direct benefit to our members and freeing up time 
to allow our teams to concentrate on delivering direct value 
to you.

In March 2021, the IT team also deployed a new platform 
that allows our communications team to create information 
and marketing email campaigns with modern, attractive 
designs. These can be integrated with our website to provide 
efficient automated marketing campaigns to remind potential 
members of the unique value the NFRN can offer. 

The past year has also brought improvements to our data 
reporting, providing for the first time in this organisation’s 

history automatic ‘hands off’ daily reports that give 
stakeholders the information needed to monitor the 
performance of key functions. Our team will continue to 
improve and adapt our reporting services, ensuring NFRN 
departments and officials have the information they need, 
when they need it. 

Following national council’s approval this summer for a 
new customer relationship management (CRM) platform to 
revolutionise how we manage and use membership data, 
we have now moved to the implementation stage, with the 
intention of deploying the new platform close to next Easter.

Once deployed, the platform will provide a single, fit-for-
purpose solution to enable us to actively monitor that we 
are providing members with the quality services and support 
they expect, need, and deserve, as well as communicating 
with the right members on the right subjects. This will 
develop as the face of our membership and the retail sectors 
we support evolve.

As well as the new tools and information planned for 
deployment, 2022 will review the technology and 
communication services in place, so all teams have the 
information and tools they need to fulfil the unique and 
personal service that the NFRN provides to its most 
important assets, you, our members. 
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Newtrade Media
Independent retailers are at the heart of everything 
Newtrade Media does and the relationships they 
have with it are invaluable. Retailers help Newtrade 
Media understand how they can be best supported, 
and in turn, Newtrade Media provides exclusive 
news, data and insight, as well as opportunities to 
meet other like-minded retailers to share ideas and 
experiences. The reputation of Newtrade Media’s 
products is built on journalistic integrity, a wealth of 
industry knowledge and a dedication to serving the 
retail community.

Succeeding
2020 was a year of challenges that have not been faced 
before either by Newtrade Media or the wider news media 
industry. Covid-19 had ramifications that could not have 
been predicted. It was important for Newtrade Media 
to harness its knowledge and expertise to continue to 
engage and support retailers throughout the pandemic 
while ensuring the business remained successful – during 
challenging and uncertain times.

A new board was recruited at the end of 2020. Working with 
the managing director Parin Gohil, the board consists of five 
non-executive directors: chairman Neil Jagger and Muntazir 
Dipoti; Andrew Taylor, Stephanie Rice and Kamal Thaker. The 
board’s role is to ensure the business has a sustainable future 
and meets its shareholders’ expectations. 

During 2020, the company maintained its financial backing to 
the Federation, with a contribution of £205,000 alongside a 
loan to support the Federation’s move to Durham – in a year 
where Newtrade Media beat its sales and net profit targets 
against budget and against the prior year.

18  NFRN Annual Report 2021
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Looking ahead
Following the immeasurable changes brought about in 2020, 
retailers have worked tirelessly to ensure their businesses 
survived the Covid pandemic, and 2021 has proved to be a 
year filled with resilience and innovation. 

For many retailers the focus has been on understanding 
category trends, introducing new services to meet changing 
shopper needs, and retention strategies aimed at keeping 
customers won during the pandemic. The content in 
Newtrade Media’s print magazines - RN, Retail Express, Vape 
Retailer and The Retail Success Handbook - as well as on 
their online platform betterRetailing.com has reflected this 
focus. This provides retailers with data driven insights into 
the latest category developments and product trends, sharing 
ideas from other shop owners across the UK, and sharing 
exclusive news stories from the sector.

Not only are retailers looking to the future, but Newtrade 
Media is too. This year, Newtrade Media launched RN’s 30 
under 30 programme aimed at highlighting and celebrating 
the younger generation of the independent retail sector. 

During 2021, Newtrade Media also launched its insight 
arm – Newtrade Insight. Capitalising on the strengths of 
Newtrade Media’s retail relationships and in-depth industry 
knowledge, the offering gives FMCG companies a chance to 
understand the market better and help launch its products.

Recognition
Newtrade Media’s success continues to be recognised. Editor 
Jack Courtez and Head of Insight Chris Dillon were included 
in the PPA’s 30 under 30 list and RN won Content Piece of 
the Year in the PPA Awards for helping to unlock significant 
Covid grants for independent retailers. Newtrade Media 
was also shortlisted for a further six awards by the PPA and 
British Society of Magazine Editors. 

Newtrade Media has also been voted as one of Campaign’s 
Best Places to Work in 2021, a testament to the great culture 
the company has built and as a result of award-winning 
editorial pieces, portfolio growth, an increase in profits and 
national press coverage for ground-breaking exclusive news.

Keeping retailers connected
Part of Newtrade Media’s pledge for supporting retailers 
is about making sure they feel connected to peers and 
colleagues through virtual and in-person events. Monthly 
virtual get-together, #Retailtogether, has been a great way 
for retailers across the country to connect, share experiences 
and discuss ideas. Newtrade Media will continue with these 
virtual meet-ups as a way to keep independent retailers 
talking to find new ways of supporting one another through 
innovation and collaboration.

Newtrade Media also continued to visit retailers in their 
shops across the UK to share advice and gain insights that 

are communicated with the wider retail community through 
print and digital products. For the remainder of 2021 and 
beyond, Newtrade Media will continue to host a mix of 
virtual and in-person events, so that they can talk to and 
connect with as many retailers as possible. 

Helping stores to grow

As well as print publications, Newtrade Media continued 
to help retailers drive standards with The Independent 
Achievers Academy (IAA). This learning and development 
programme focuses on helping retailers enhance their stores 
by looking at their shops through the eyes of the customer 
and making improvements based on what they’ve discovered.

Taking part in the IAA benchmarking programme is an 
opportunity for retailers to see how their store is performing, 
compare to their peers – and to celebrate their strengths. 
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Retail Mutual
The Retail Mutual, the trading name of The NFRN 
Mutual Limited, was established almost 25 years 
ago and since then we have solely focused on 
serving the specific needs of news and convenience 
stores, although more recently we welcomed the 
increasingly varied independent retail sector. 

Like you, we’ve seen many changes and challenges over the 
years, but none more so than during the past 18 months 
when overnight, the Coronavirus pandemic changed how we 
live, work and run our businesses. 

Nearly all businesses faced uncertainty and enforced closures 
during the many local and national lockdowns with too 
many having sadly not reopened. Business Interruption (BI) 
was widely talked about in the media. Whilst we have been 
unable to support Members for loss of footfall, many have 
been able to claim for denied access due to non-essential 
shops being required to close during the various lockdowns 
and those who suffered an outbreak on their premises. The 
Retail Mutual will pay out over £1.6million in Covid-related 
BI claims. 

With lockdown restrictions being lifted across the country, 
we can begin to look to the future. There appears to be 
a real opportunity for independents to fill gaps left by the 
big names leaving the high street. As part of our continued 
commitment to providing added value and support to our 
Members, The Retail Mutual has launched its ‘Stronger 
Business, Stronger Future’ campaign. We want all retailers 
to know that, Member or not, The Retail Mutual is in your 
corner and ready to help you get your businesses back 
on track. That’s why we have collaborated with marketing 
experts, Wonderful Creative Agency, to create an in-depth 
guide to help you get the most out of digital marketing to 
help you attract more customers to your shops and increase 
on and offline sales. 

Our guide includes information on free ways to help your 
local community find you and tips on how to improve your 
website to increase the chances of being found online. 
We also show you how to make the most of social media 
and so much more! Members can access the guide in their 
Member’s area, alternatively you can download the free 
guide at www.theretailmutual.com/downloads.

What’s more, everyone can visit www.theretailmutual.com/
knowledge-hub for even more helpful information, free 
downloadable risk assessment guides and templates, further 
digital marketing resources and a wide range of blogs full of 
helpful tips and tricks on how to help protect your business.

We are proud to be supporting both the Mutual’s Members 
and those at the NFRN through these challenging times. On 
behalf of your communities and customers, we just wanted 
to say a big thank you to our Members for being creative, 
adaptable and resilient in showing the nation the true value 
and importance of local, independent shops. 

At the Mutual, as we are only focused on serving our 
Members rather than profiteering, we don’t charge brokers 
fees nor admin fees so you only pay for the cover you take 
out. We look forward to continuing working with the NFRN 
to provide protection and peace of mind for the news and 
convenience sector and many more independent retail 
businesses in the future. Don’t forget, if you or someone you 
know is looking for business, home, residential landlord cover 
or affordable private health cover, remember to tell them 
about The Retail Mutual and help spread the word. 

Finally, as always, can I remind you that when it comes to 
cover you only know that you have made the right choice 
of provider when you need to make a claim. Don’t leave it 
to chance, ensure you are fully protected and ask The Retail 
Mutual for a quote at your next renewal; the decision is then 
yours who you most trust with your cover.

Peter Wagg
Chairman
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NFRN Credit Union
The NFRN Credit Union is wholly owned and run by 
its members to strict co-operative principals. It is 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority as well 
as the Bank of England. 

There are no external shareholders, so any profit made 
remain within the Credit Union to help and support every 
member. Profits are shared by way of paying a dividend, as 
well as building a capital base.

Much has happened to your Credit Union over the past 
three or four years. Your board have been working hard to 
ensure your Credit Union remains profitable and is in a strong 
position going forward. Our accounts are up to date and we 
are delighted to report that the Credit Union is in profit for 
the year ending September 2020. This follows losses made 
in 2017 and 2018. An electronic copy of the accounts is 
available to all members upon request via the Administrator 
at Bede House. Your board will be holding a Zoom AGM and 
will be recommending a dividend of 0.5 per cent - subject to 
approval.

The Board will continue to ensure that members applying for 
loans are given a swift reply. However, as we are obliged to 
bear in mind that it is members’ money we are investing, we 
will continue to take due care and diligence at all times.

If you haven’t already opened a share account with your 
Credit Union, please consider it. It is an extremely useful 
way to save for the future. All account holders who show a 
regular savings may have their loan applications looked at 
sympathetically.

If you have children and/or grandchildren, it is a useful way 
of putting something away for their future. 

Peter Wagg
Chairman ‘ we are delighted to report that

the Credit Union is in profit for
the year ending September 2020’
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Trustees and financial report
This year, the Trustees and finance committee have 
continued to make progress. 

We continue to use Azets as our management accountants 
and with Fiona Clarke settling in well as our finance 
executive, this is working well, with monthly accounts and 
budgets produced. 

Financially, the NFRN is in a much better place than in 
previous years and this means we are not borrowing money 
from any of the other accounts to run the Federation.

Property
The renovation of Yeoman House has been a great 
success for the Federation. All the refurbishment work was 
completed in March 2021, coming in within the budget of 
£1,000,000 and within the time scale. This was an impressive 
achievement, given that most of this work was done through 
a pandemic. 

On August 12 this year the lease was signed with the new 
tenants, on a 10-year term with a 5-year break clause and 
annual rent of £610,104. To achieve this, a 22-month half 
price period was agreed, but this is in line with the current 
property rental market.

We have received an offer to purchase the Dublin office and 
we are waiting for the solicitors to finalise all the paperwork.
Our Gilesgate building in Durham remains on the market 
to rent out. Sadly, we have not had much interest in this 
property.

Investments
We have continued to use Investec for our investments, 
and we hold regular meeting with them to monitor and get 
updates on these.

We used £552,000 out of the investments to renovate 
Yeoman House. At the September national council meeting, 
it was agreed that we would pay this back over the next 
five years and before the break clause in the Yeoman House 
lease.

Newtrade Media
The new board has settled in well and the company is back 
making profit again. 

In 2019, the company made a profit of £30,036. In 2020, 
this rose to £218,126 and the company is on track to 
increase this still further in 2021.

2019 £218,126
£30,036

2020

Newtrade Media Profit
2019/2020
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‘Financially, the NFRN is in 
a much better place than in 

previous years and this means 
we are not borrowing money 

from any of the other accounts 
to run the Federation‘
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Mike Mitchelson
Immediate Past
National President

Muntazir Dipoti
Vice President

Jason Birks
Deputy Vice President
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Meet your National Executive Committee

Andrew Taylor
NEC

Bhavesh Patel
NEC

Shahid Razzaq
NEC

Peter Wagg
NEC

Suleman Khonat
NEC
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The Finance Committee

Sunilkumar Patel 
Trustee and NFC

James Wilkinson
NFC

Nilesh Patel
Trustee and NFC

Martin Ward
Trustee and NFC

Hetal Patel
NFC
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Standing Orders Committee

Fred Pezhman 
SOC

Mike Hopkins
SOC

Jim Maitland
SOC

Roy Turnbull
SOC

Des Donnelly
SOC
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Bede House, Belmont Business Park, Durham DH1 1TW

Freephone number: 0800 121 6376* (select option 1)
Calling from a mobile: 020 7017 8880
Calling from ROI: 01 453 5822

connect@nfrn.org.uk
  @TheFed_Online        @TheFedOnline

*Free from UK landline phones only. Charges may apply when calling from abroad or from a mobile phone.


